NEW Loupes and Lights... Find Your Perfect Match

Whether you’re looking for a cost-effective loup to get started on a serious relationship with high definition loup and light, then Evident have everything you need to see all the new range of Exfection* loupes and lights. Custom-made to meet the highest standards of quality, comfort and performance, Evident offers two new Exfection* loupes, enabling you to offer a loup to suit your client’s individual needs. Whether your requirements, simply choose from the new Evident Essential cost-effective 2.5x loup, the new powerful yet compact Kepler loupe available from your local stockist.

Complementing this impressive range of loupes and lights, Evident have further enhanced their product portfolio with two new Exfection* lights. Essential and XP nano join Focus and XP in providing light in exactly the right place and are each compatible with the new Evident Essential and existing Premium batteries. If it’s Evident you’re looking for then Evident’s expert team can visit your practice to explain the choices available to meet your needs, offering professional advice to ensure a beautiful, long-lasting relationship with your new loupe.

Find your loupes match... visit the new and improved website www.exfection.co.uk or Freefone 0330 321 1111.

Facebook Evident
Twitter @evidentdental

Penny sale

Stop by STL Practicallife Soak for only £7.75 before the end of April and get a second STL Practicallife Soak for free. Kemdent is a disinfectant for the disinfection of, and oral care products that provide the united strength of numerous fluorides anti-microbial properties and polyphosphate as a gentle cleansing agent to inhibit calculus and stains. Oral-B also manufactures a range of electric toothbrushes and floss heads. Their flagship model, the Oral-B Triumph with SmartGuide incorporates novel compliance-enhancing technology using a unique remote display and comes with a broad range of escalating rotating 1200 head. Oral-B also has the T-zone power brush soft head which gives the opportunity to keep a manual feeling whilst achieving a better plaque control.

Infection prevention and control is a single most important task that all the dental team are involved in it. It is important to emphasize the prevention and control of cross-infection which is one of the responsibilities of everyone, CDC and the HTM guidelines recommend that impression materials are placed immediately after removal from the mouth.

For further information please call michelle@ab-communications.com, 07920 178179.

Oral-B

Oral-B, the Oral-B Triumph of Oral-B Pro-Expert toothpaste line in the synergy of the combination of the two main ingredients which provide the united strength of numerous fluorides anti-microbial properties and polyphosphate as a gentle cleansing agent to inhibit calculus and stains. Oral-B also manufactures a range of electric toothbrushes and floss heads. Their flagship model, the Oral-B Triumph with SmartGuide incorporates novel compliance-enhancing technology using a unique remote display and comes with a broad range of escalating rotating 1200 head. Oral-B also has the T-zone power brush soft head which gives the opportunity to keep a manual feeling whilst achieving a better plaque control.

For more information please visit STLDental.co.uk or call 0800 138 6255 or email support@stldental.co.uk.

For further information on special offers or to place orders call Helen on 01793 770526.
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Infection prevention and control is a single most important task that all the dental team are involved in it. It is important to emphasize the prevention and control of cross-infection which is one of the responsibilities of everyone, CDC and the HTM guidelines recommend that impression materials are placed immediately after removal from the mouth.

The mouth and salivae are ideal places for bugs. They have a warm moist environment, making it easy for bugs to be passed to dentists, dental technicians and then onto patients. Practicallife Soak needs only three minutes to disinfect bacteria, fungi and viruses. This disinfectant concentrate is dispensed from the dispenser with a required volume to make a 3% solution, e.g. for 1 litre soak, 30 ml would be dispensed. Visit www.kemdentrex.co.uk for further details.

For further information on special offers or to place orders call Helen on 01793 770526.
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